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 Welcome to Scotland 


Scotland is a place of epic natural landscapes, engaging cities and rich cultural heritage. Start your adventure and discover our hidden gems to create memories with friends and family. But don't just take our word for it. National Geographic has just included Scotland in their Best of the World 2024 list, and Far North Scotland has been named as one of Lonely Planet’s Best in Travel destinations for 2024! 
Whatever you need right now, let's make it a reality. We can’t wait to share Scotland with you. 







Inspiration for your trip
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 Things To See & Do in Scotland 
Discover a wealth of things to see & do in Scotland.
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 Scotland's Landscapes, Scenery & Nature Spots 
Explore our ancient pine forests, arctic landscapes, coastal meadows and more.
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 Events & Festivals in Scotland 
There's something happening in Scotland right now that the whole family will love.
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 Unusual Accommodation in Scotland 
Fancy staying somewhere a little different? From castles to lighthouses, teepees to brochs, there's lots of unusual choices.
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 Scottish Culture & Uniquely Scottish Things 
Discover the culture and stories that make Scotland special. 
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 Scottish Food & Drink 
Get a taste for Scotland and discover the country's mouth-watering food and drink.












Pick of the month
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Eugene Levy uncovers his Scottish ancestry
Follow actor Eugene Levy on his adventures around Scotland as he learns all about his heritage, soaks up Scottish culture and connects with his roots.

	 The Reluctant Traveller’s Ancestral Adventure In Scotland 










Uncover Scotland's regions
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Where will you explore?
From the rugged coastline to sparkling city lights, the ancient Caledonian forests of the Highlands to the rich history of the Lowlands, there are plenty of places to start your Scottish adventure. 

	 8 Places You Must-Visit in 2024 

 View our map of Scotland 









Browse our travel blog
Not sure where to start? Check out our list of what's new to spark your imagination. 
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 11 Reasons Why You Should Visit Scotland In 2024
 Discover reasons why you should visit Scotland in 2024. Including Arbroath Abbey, Caithness and Sutherland, Perth Museum and more! 
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 9 Places To Enjoy An Afternoon Tea In Scotland
Discover places to enjoy a delicious afternoon tea in Scotland. Including Maryculter House, Garvock House Hotel, The Willow Tearooms and more!
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 10 Stunning Pub Walks In Scotland
Discover these stunning pub walks in Scotland. Including Lerwick Explorer to Douglas Arms, Gullane to Bonnie Badger and more!
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 A Beginner's Guide to Scottish Wildlife
Read expert answers to Scottish wildlife questions. Find out what wildlife to see in Scotland and how to do so responsibly.
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 10 tricky Scottish place names and how to pronounce them
With this list you’ll get the hang of these 10 tricky Scottish place names in next to no time!
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 7 Buccaneers Locations to Visit in Scotland
 Are you a fan of the latest Apple TV series The Buccaneers? Find out which locations were used to film this new historical drama and more! 











 Visit our blog for more 





Start planning your seasonal break
Whatever time of year you're coming, Scotland's got you covered. Immerse yourself in each unique season.
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 Spring Holidays and Breaks in Scotland
 Spring in Scotland is a great time to visit. The longer days mean hours of playtime during your Easter holiday and nature is bursting into life. 
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 Summer Holidays
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 Autumn Breaks
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 Christmas & Winter Breaks













Top tips for travelling to Scotland
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 Driving an Electric Vehicle in Scotland 
Everything you need to know about driving, or hiring, an electric vehicle in Scotland.
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 Scotland's Weather, Climate & Average Temperature 
What's the weather in Scotland? Find out about weather across Scotland's different regions.
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 Passports, visas & customs 
Coming from overseas? Check the passport and visa requirements for visiting Scotland.
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 Travelling to Scotland 
Plan your journey to Scotland by train, bus, car, plane or ferry.
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 Accommodation in Scotland 
Find the perfect accommodation for your break to Scotland.
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 Holiday Carbon Calculator 
Discover the impact your holiday in Scotland will have on the environment using our carbon calculator.










 All you need to know about visiting Scotland 





 Your pictures of Scotland 






Cookies are needed to see social media images from this place. 


 Manage cookie settings 
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Share on


Facebook
Pinterest
WhatsApp
Twitter
Email



 Find experiences 
 Search a wide range of accommodation, events, food & drink options and things to do from indoor and outdoor attractions to activities, tours and more. 
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 Join our Newsletter Clan 



 Get Scotland inspiration direct to your inbox. Don't miss the inside track from our Scotland experts on exciting trip ideas, unique attractions and hidden gems loved by locals. 

 Get the Scotland newsletter 
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